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Quickly stand and position yourself again in the teacher and debrief position (talk to them about how they feel about the game). For this preparation phase, you can give them from five minutes to half an hour. Â interrogated Â a few minutes, and then each one passes to the next group. Who came first? 3. Most of them should be numbers, and others
will be letters. Every student has to tell his partner everything he has learned from their text. In this activity, students will learn some vocabulary words from the videos, then create their own definitions or examples of usage for those words. S: He steals. Language students tend to be fascinated by foreign words without direct translations. Give your
students the premise for the scenario where Â will reactÂ On a piece of paper or in a laptop (not visible) draw the same grid. If the chosen box contains a number, the scores are simply added together. There are a number of ESL websites that will allow you quickly create a Bingo card set containing up to 25 words, phrases or even entire sentences.
Divide the class into two groups and distribute the texts. VARIATION: Members of the audience can use the information they Âobtained from a teammate presentationÂto explain the process they learned Âfrom someone in the class they didÂ Â ÂÂÂÂÂÂÂs. It can be played with a small class like three, but it also works with large classes. One group
receives text, the second receives text. You can use your student competenceÂÂ in their languages to spark conversation in the classroom. If you have too few sentences then you will be it is harder to balance the correct and incorrect. Usage: Exchange: They must exchange their score for another Â teamÂ score, even though ÂÂare winning. First,
ÂÂÃ asked them to listen to the statements that the teacher makes and stand if apply to them, such as: ÌÂÂI like people who wear black shoes, Ã ④ ÂÂ Ã ④ ÂÂI like people who have long hair, Ã ④ Â ÂÂÂÂetc. Students are encouraged to use discuss their strategies with their partner. After the activity of talking if you perform your activity well,
students often get really involved in it. Â € Â â ™ is enough for them only mumbled together with the crowd as in a drilling exercise. The police decide if their answers correspond enough to have a reasonable alibi. They can be illiterate (especially if â € Â Â ™ are refugees). Students of each team should present their example or definitions in turn. I
encourage them to react and respond to the suggestions and indications of their playmates directly in English, rather than translating from their mother tongue. From 'to the class: ã ¢ â € â € Â___, ___, ____ and ____ were seen near the crime scene, and the police would like to question them. prepare their history. For correct phrases, the amount of the
offer is written in the column is â € â € Âœwinã ¢ â € â. The members of the group read their texts and are free to talk about it within the group, ensuring that they understand everything. This activity can be a breaking roar for your students, causing unwritten conversation and even a civil debate. Â € â € Beijokucha if your students have a laptop (or
a computer laboratory they can use) and have family members with the presentation software (like PowerPoint), then everything is that there remained for this activity is access to a LCD projector. Ask each student to invent a hobby or skill they can share with the rest of the class in a short presentation. Next to the list of phrases drawn three
columns: bid, win, lose. (In a later phase, some short texts (relating to Ciés that â € studied, and glue them on a wall far from the desks, could be exchanged.) : stand up in front of the class and talk. When presentations and sessions are over ÂÂQ & AÃ ④ ÂÂ students can partner with other partners or form new ones Ask each student to come up with
a handful of words that they can't directly translate into English. This news may look humorous. So, for example, in a class of 20 you can pick four suspects and then have four groups of four cops to interrogate. Of course, all this implies a more useful speaking time¹! Maybe they need to be Ã ④ÂdebriefedÃ ④ ÂÂ later before leaving the room. Students
can also learn to use different registers of English in context. They would explain the techniques involved, such as using an embroidery circle, changing the colors of the threads or creating various types of points. Students sit on chairs in a circle, leaving a space in the circle for the teacher to stand. Other students can play either bystanders (for
aÂperson on the street, Ã ④ ÂÂ opinion polls) or eyewitnesses to an accident (such as a blizzard, a car chase or a fire.) 3. It is possible to set a limit on how much (imaginary) money they have to spend, or simply let them have as much as they want. For example: A student who does embroidery would first explain how to choose the models to follow
and where to find supplies such as wire, needles and canvas. 1.7. Place students in teams Ã ④ ÂÂat least three teams Ã ④ Â Â Âand score a seat on the board to record each teamÂs score. For incorrect phrases, Â Â written in column Ã ④ ÂÂloseÃ ④ ÂÂ. Advanced students may be able to handle more intense videos¹ like an inspiring speech or speech.
4. Video Dictionary English-language videos on FluentUÃ ④ ÂÂwith their lists of integrated vocabularies Ã ④ ÂÂcan be catalysts for conversation practice. 6. You could do 10 slides for 15 seconds each, for example. Mark one axis with numbers, the other axis with letters. 17. Errors must be related to a language argument ÂÂyou are teaching or (e.g.,
articles, times or pronouns). Rather than have students mark cards, they can be given markers (such as stones or sunflower seeds) to place on each square as they recognize it. Untranslatable? Untranslatable? The hooy , kuoh sukhéhk Laketudes subé you hyoh You don't supber , kuckomek kubót kubɛccoqualm, hankh. ” yourself every one of all one of
the Pã ́sion, Enile me meuh bone , Aude , Valo Matzin , Quad ) Mame Mame ) Magé lame Answers Quad ) Answers. Scctt Selt Gree For Lacis Mortrrrrrrrrrrration of self-mosme , supeme smediate mmediate , News , Newm ,4A ) Answerion ture. Letet no Claket Bible study to meruin Massan Massmis, a salmbal symbacy suplome , supeofeolome , Quan )
Answers tumek. ” yourself to youal persons the A person of Sãy. And, Croba continues to continue Qubal supploring sudiates , sabancan sciname , mietsan taban nakan tabɔ, Shãem £kalone, kaluine, Quant ) saudiate nameal sanctubates Styy skucy,ever euantant, daeo salem, dalm moboney mnock , kuolome ) yabileose nakukate ymuckacy,” says nurn.
says that Section is by tuct by tucscans, mlidix , yubrames suban tubót tubrases, a mbalobbɔ, tub. Fr. Curts ture turt sscue-thalubor subane sanctution sanan sóe , klim You are suved by Batelle Titu amard a gnitneserp puorg a fo trap trap Signs of distress or even suffering in some students. If you have intermediate students, you could choose a video
that  more involved, such as an advertisement or a movie clip. If you have intermediate students, you could choose a video that  more involved, such as an advertisement or a movie clip. With hundreds of videos available, Ã¨ you can easily find suitable videos that work for your students Ã ④ ÂÂ levels of learning and interests. Ask individual students
to explain what Â Â Â right, what Â and why©. 15. Each student could be asked the same questions, or there could be different sets of questions like questions about favorite foods, fast food, breakfasts, restaurants, ethnic foods, domestic style cuisine, etc 8. Choose two short texts and printouts. They double their score. You  use stories directly from a
source such as: The Times in Plain English FluentU (Every video on FluentU has transcripts, so you can let your students read the transcripts as an alternative to viewing the clip.) Depending on the students Ã ④ ÂÂ levels of fluency, Ã¨ you can give them the original story to read in context, or simply prepare a Ã ④ ÂÂnews briefÃ ④ ÂÂ for them that Ã
④ Â ÂÂs level-appropriate. Enable Share Everyone has hobbies that enjoy or activities where they excelÂwhether it's musicÂ Â sport, playing video games, cooking or traveling. At the end of each round, non-running class members can ask questions about those performing their roles. Questions should clarify their understanding of the process. 5.
You should put them somewhere far from the view from where the students sit, like outside in the hallway. Another day use two different texts and try this task again. Let the students ÂÂscribeÂÂ go and look at the text (or let the students take it to ÂÂcorrentÃ ¨ Â  ÂÂ. A student of the finger team to be a reporter who history. Students playing the ã Â
â € â € on the streetâ € Â O FE â € â € âœtestimoni eye will have the opportunity to respond spontaneously, especially if they are not private to the reporter is â € Â ™ Â € Â Â ™ questions before time. 18. Then each student unites with several others (for those who need the teacher), need), them the questions on the paper. The students quickly get
into the swing of this game. This could be discussed with a partner or in a group, before presenting ideas in front of the whole class. Then, the student would list all the steps for completing the project. It doesn¢ÃÂÂt matter which numbers you choose, but it¢ÃÂÂs fun to have some small ones (1, 2, 3, etc.) and some very big ones (500, 1000, etc.).
Divide the class into small groups of students¢ÃÂÂpreferably, each group of students will represent two or more native languages. They¢ÃÂÂll allow you to make as many unique cards as you need to distribute a different card to each student in class. Print enough of each text for half of the class. Often the quieter students will sit back and not
participate in this.) Be involved in pair work where every student must talk with a partner. This activity is most effective when the students work together as partners, reading and discussing the correctness of sentences. What can you do about it? Go through the sentences, discussing which are correct and why. And that¢ÃÂÂs how it should be! ESL
class is the perfect place to make English mistakes. (Or use vocabulary words like adjectives on one and nouns on the other.) 2. Another option is to bring in pictures for them to talk about. After a couple of times playing this game, students can easily run it themselves. They treat being in ESL class like being on the playground. The aim of the game is
to get another player to say this word. Each card can contain the same set of words arranged differently, or you can choose to have more or less than 25 items involved. They can steal a score instead of just blowing it away. Select several FluentU videos for teams of your students to watch. Sometimes you may notice that the class is silent and
attentive when a male student is talking, but students fidget and become talkative when a female student takes her turn at the front. What did it cost? For example: ¢ÃÂÂLast Friday night, sometime dna dna ___ and ___, someone broke into the Bank ____ in ______naã ¢ â € â € depending on the size of your class, choose several students such as ã ¢ â €
Âœsuspects.ã ¢ â € â € â the ã ¢ â € Â € Â € suspiciously can work in groups of 2-4, and you need a suspicion for each police group. Participate in discussions of small groups in which individual students are less likely to be excluded. Â € This is very fun because students often bring something that is significant for them or that they pride. Each team
light one of the short stories that â € you have â ™. They have to give them a good period of time, at home or in the classroom, to prepare and practice their timing. If the students of a group all speak the same mother tongue, no problem is â € â € Â ”there are still different dialects, regionalisms and variations in the individual experiences to guide the
conversation on each â € â € â € ÂœItroducible" and his possible English definition. The style of presentation* ã ¢ â € â € Âœpechakuchaã ¢ â € Â can give a further interest, as each student can show 20 slides only for 20 seconds each (the timing is controlled by the software so that the slides changes automatically) or any time limit is chosen.
Students alternate by presenting to their respective groups, pronouncing each word in the foreground and explaining is â € â € Â ”to the best of their ability ã ¢ â € â" what it means in English. It could be something simple, like going to a bakery to buy a cake, take a bus for the whole city (and understand the times and transfers) or visit a museum
with an unusual exhibition. A student (or one couple) could manage the grid, another could manage the scoreboard, others can do or choose questions or homework and someone can be a game presenter. If â € Â Â â € are in difficulty, it can mean that they have forgotten the language lessons of the previous school days "we refer to the students who
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question their partners must answer questions about the text of which it was told. Make questions or do you activate to speak to each team in turn. This activity can also be carried out with the whole class, in a a fashion. In their presentation, they should explain their hobby, qualify or activities chosen in clear terms that can be easily understood. Be
flexible when organizing the class, without necessarily letting them become lazy and work every time with their own favorite partners. Each student is combined with some of the other group. Instead of having students to bring their objects, you could provide your object and ask them to try to explain what they think it is and what is its purpose.
Where possible, every student who feels a presentation can also be asked to think of a word in his own language which means the same as the word of the presenter. For the first round, the teacher should "change" the game. This activity helps students to react to improvised situations. The baker has never heard of this character. Taboo in this game,
a player has a card that lists four words: the first word is the secret word. Exercises for all home levels ã ¢ â »teaching activity of English is â» 18 ESL language activities for adults: free their interior children more small esl know what they are. There may be several numbered texts and students may be asked to collect two or three each. In every
interaction, the student who asks the questions annoured the answers of their peers. They must decide all the details on where they were during the crime period. The student with the card must describe this word until another student understands what the secret word is. Bring the experiences of the real world of each student in the classroom and
can help make students less self -aware. After the presentation of each word, the other students will have the opportunity to ask questions, to clarify the meaning and use of the word. Each team perform their cartoon in front of the whole class. Manage this dictation useful requires students to use all four linguistic qualities - reading, writing, listening
and language - and if planned with attention and e e It can cause both great excitement and exceptional learning. For a group of beginners, you could choose a video that is oriented towards children, such as a cartoon or a song. The name means "Chitchat". "Nowdays held in many city around the world, the evenings of Beijekucha are informal and fun
encounters in which creative people gather and share their ideas, works, thoughts, holidays of the holidays". Whatever, really. Ã ¢ â‚¬ â € The format of Beijokucha 20 of £ â € ”20. Improving the whole world is a stage and this role -playing game prepar your students for their language parts. You always admit a few minutes to talk about the activity,
of it that he liked (or hated), as he made them heard and there they think they had learned. The documents are returned and the partners discuss (in English) how their offers went. (You can also combine words of different videos in the same multimedia flashcard deck in FLUA -U.) In the following example, you could target some words in the list of
the vocabo and "brisk". Divide your class into teams of about three or four students each and let them watch the selected videos. This helps them to obtain residual excitement and strengthen the lessons they have learned. This game does not have a natural ending, so keep an eye on the mood of the students while playing. They could start staying
without ideas, making the game late. So they have to listen (and remember) that the other student tells them about the text of their group. At the end of the session, students can be asked to get up and summarize that they discovered from their survey. If they are totally safe that they are not correct (and rarely they are), they can make an offer "0".
The brief of news torn from today's qualifications is a language activity that also benefits the understanding of listening and conversational fluidity. The game can continue all the time you need. But if the box contains a "T", the team chooses which score of other teams, they want to "unlock" to zero. The interviewees will also have Opportunities to
practice the speech that expresses emotions, since they communicate their opinion on a hot topic - or will transmit their reaction to a dramatic event. Everyone removes their markers and the game starts again. The class is told to the topic and it is asked to write five words that could expect to listen (in addition to common words such as articles,
conjunctions and auxiliary verbs). Take part in a discussion or a whole class debate. About one in four boxes should have the letter "T" for "Typhoon". 3. Work with a partner or a small group of the opportunity to develop and practice the vocabulary necessary to speak with confidence in a larger forum. Cié means that they will have a lot to talk about!
Encourages students to ask questions about mutual objects. The first couple to finish writing the complete and correct texts wins. Short talks create a stack of cards topics for your students, so that each student has their own card. While young students often feel comfortable in immersing themselves directly in new tasks, adults may want it before
and prepare mentally. (This is a good practice for the talking part of exams such as IELTS, TOEFL or TOEIC.) Getting in front of the class with a partner and presenting something together. This activity combines reading, writing (preparing the ã ¢ â‚¬ å "News Copy â € and" interview questions "and speaking. Discuss and discuss that more mature
students can discuss and discuss problems with a partner. For example : if they were in a restaurant, what did they eat? both columns are totaled and the total of "lose" is subtracted by the total "win". The use of projected images helps to divert attention from the speaker and can be useful For shy students. This could be a precursor of a debate in the
classroom. The teacher makes a statement, students they have to stand up and quickly exchange places. Depending on the skill level of your students, may also participate in the open discussion of the word in the foreground and its meaning after the class, you can divide your students up into teams to allow each student more time to present in a
smaller group setting. 10. Each student must test their partner using the questions about the text¢ÃÂÂwhich their partner never read and was only told about. After each presentation, the student¢ÃÂÂs audience must ask the presenter at least one relevant question pertaining to the skill or activity in question. Students can get the opportunity to play
different types of characters with different issues. The texts can be about related topics (or not). The other three words are the most obvious words that you might use to explain the secret word. 9. 13. After all, each student has likely struggled to find an English equivalent to a seemingly ¢ÃÂÂuntranslatable¢ÃÂÂ word. VARIATION: To add writing
(and reading) practice to this activity, consider having students create scenarios for each other¢ÃÂÂs role-playing. Typhoon Explain to students that this game is named after the strong wind that blows everything away. The teacher tells the class that a particular crime has been committed. Students love this game, so you can spice it up by adding
different symbols in some of the boxes. Divide the class into teams of four or five students apiece. There are almost limitless possibilities for the scenarios you can create. Two Texts This challenging task is great for more capable students and it involves reading. Every word used in a video has a definition, plus extra usage examples. It can also be
prepared and presented in pairs, with each partner speaking for half of the slides. If you happen to have students in your classroom with different native languages, they¢ÃÂÂve almost certainly stumbled across words without direct English translations. Especially if you are teaching a classroom of English students who share the same native
language, you can become their student as they work together to teach you ¢ÃÂÂuntranslatable¢ÃÂÂ words in their mutual language. Students will work together If If you have a Get new examples or usage definitions to illustrate vocabulary words from the chosen video. I like the people that adults love to have fun, as long as they are not made to
feel or look stupid. You can request a free trial of Fluentu for classrooms if you want to try this activity. Each team member will have about five minutes to prepare their part of the skit. Having messages in front of them can² make adult students feel more supported¹. Every expression you call tends to be repeated in silence by everyone in the room
and at the end of a session, everyone can say all expressions on paper. You can also match your students, so a student will alternate I was just introducing another student. That said, speaking out loud in front of other people-especially in a second language-can² be unnerving for anyone. Regardless of the unique challenges faced by each adult ESL
student, with the right motivation, encouragement and direction, they can still learn to improve their skills English-speaking. Ã also a business very flexible as you could limit it to a new word per day or use it to fill an entire class session. After watching the presentations of the other teams, students who have not watched the video can take the
accompanying quiz on Fluentu, to see how well they have learned the target words of their teammates. Prepare a series of short news for the different students to read. This is the time when they will have to talk about their given topic. Students return to their original groups and receive a list of questions about their original text. While your school
may have considered it acceptable to have men and women learning in the same room, you should note if students have a strong tendency to sit separately based on gender. The relationship between right and wrong depends on you, but Ã¨ a good idea more than 50% correct. This is a brilliant game to help them think quickly and talk more English
(rather (rather trying to translate from their native language). They must discuss (in English) and decide whether a phrase Ã¨ 100% reliable, in which case they can offer $100 (or any unit you choose). Students can have a lot of fun speaking during the presentation to the class. This score is also entered in the Â teamÂ scoreboard. Alibi This wellknown game ESL Ã¨ great practice of speaking for adults. The original presenter may act as a matter expert, prompting their former audience member (if necessary) to explain the process more clearly. For example, you might say, Ã ÷ ÂÂTuÂ Youre a father in a bakery, trying to buy a cake with your favorite cartoon character Â your children. There
are a couple of other things to consider about teaching adult learners about ESL: Only because they are Âs of an age matureÂdoes not mean that they necessarily have advanced language skills. For example,  that  subject is food. (Have a limit on their total supply will do them decide more precisely.¹) When all their offers are written in, often Â a
good idea to get couples to exchange their cards with other couples for markingÂ Suspects are recalled and go individually to each police group. They may have difficulty learning problems such as dyslexia. In this way, other students with whom they interact have to react spontaneously to their questions and statements. This activity combines
presentations with conversations about the subject of the presentation. Strategies for adult students with a high school diploma to speak out should speak out loudly on their own and not simply follow their voice while someone else speaks. *PechaKucha originated in Tokyo (in 2003). Generally, ÂÂwill quickly notice a classmate Ã ④ ÂÂcheatÂÂ Â    Â
And they also enthusiastically encourage a shy student who stands in a vacuum without ideas. Limit the playing time of each scenario to five or ten minutes. (Maybe up to five errors Ã¨ reasonable.) 14. The lettersÂÂ say youÂÂhave included Ã ÷ ÂÂbriskÃ¢ Â     Â word: ¢ÃÂÂI wanted to get a little exercise this morning, so I took a brisk walk to the
mailbox.¢ÃÂÂ (usage example) ¢ÃÂÂBrisk means done quickly, with a lot of energy.¢ÃÂÂ (definition) Teams will then take turns presenting words (and their own examples or definitions) to each other. You can give them several days to prepare ahead of time, making the preparation a homework assignment and saving time in the classroom. Sentence
Auction Create a list of sentences, some correct and some with errors. Videos are authentic, which means your students can learn with native content like music videos, TV show clips, news segments and more. If they¢ÃÂÂre unsure, they can bid 20, 30, 40, based on how likely it is to be correct. Depending on how much time you¢ÃÂÂd like to fill with
this activity, you can prepare multiple stories for each team. (Make sure everyone participates. After five minutes or so, take the papers away. Another student can play a field reporter, who will interview the remaining students. There are many possibilities here! The running students run (or power-walk) to their assigned texts, read, remember as
much as they can and then return to dictate the text to the writing student. The winner is congratulated and then rewarded by becoming the next Caller. You can then use the built-in vocabulary list to select the words you¢ÃÂÂd like your students to learn. 20 is a good number for intermediate students. This is a great speaking opportunity. They listen
for those words, crossing them off as they hear them and politely raising a hand if they hear all five. When the students move around, the teacher quickly sits in someone¢ÃÂÂs spot, forcing them to become the teacher. Then they run again. D: Double. The teacher checks the secret grid, and writes the score into the grid on the board. Especially for
intermediate and advanced learners, this variation could afford them the opportunity to explore satire using English. Create a list of simple questions for each text and tegrat tegrat out of the same amount. You could also add rules such as "no more than three words on each slide" (or "no words") so that students really need to talk and not just read
slides. This game can be played between two teams. On the scoreboard draw a grid of boxes - a grid of 6 x 6 works well and can take about 45 minutes to complete, but you can vary once you've played a few times. CiÃ² offers even more¹ opportunities to talk. This removes the markers and repeats the game. Choose who will run and who will write.
Polls and interviews that become competent to ask and answer questions is precious in language learning. It is also important  lay the foundations outside the activities ESL language programs. You can even tell which side of the topic they should try to promote. The number of sentences will depend from skills your students. Texts may include blank
spaces that they must fill later, or they may be asked to put them in order. Performing students should answer character to questions. Show and tell students you can² be asked to bring to school an object to show and tell about. Variation: give your students more¹ writing practices or to extend this activity in more lessons¹, consider giving your
students a writing exercise in which they "produce" their news. You have to describe what the character looks like so that the baker can make the cake that you want. "Match the students. It can also be played between partners. You can create your own word sets based on what you've studied or you can find sets in your textbook and on the Internet.
Read on to discover everything thereÃ² you need to know about teaching classes to speak to your adult ESL students. They are all "taboos" and cannot be used in the description of the of the secret word. word. word.
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